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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL REPOR';

1
Evaluation of Hawaii's 3 on 2 Program has produced a great volume

of information. Results are presented in three separate volums.

Volume I, Technical Report details (a) thtprocess used to evaluate the

3 on 2 Program, (0 the data collection methods and analysis procedures

used-in-the evaluationand...(4.resuits_of_the_data analysisV.01Am II,.

Team Interpretations and Recommepdations presents arguments for and

4 against the 3 on 2 Program,' written by two opposing teams. Volume

also includes each team's rebuttal to the opposing team's presentation.

This Executive Summary provides a highly condensed overview of all

lfr .

-procedures, findings, interpretations and recommendations presented in

olumes I and II. The volume conists of these sections: Description

of the 3 on 2 Program; Overview of the Evaluation Study; Types of Infor-

mation Gathered for the Evaluation; Summary of Major Findings; Summary

of the Advocate Team'fs Interpretations ahd Recommendations; Summary of

the Adversary.Team's Interpretations and Reco4mendations. In the interest

of b/:Avity, no sammary of the two tems' r'ebuttais is presented in.this

t,

volume.

Descriptlon of the 3 on 2 Program

Creation of the 3 on 2 Program

Anference' Committee Report No. 3 of the 1968 Hawaii State Legisla-

turi encouraged the Department of Education to.begin a new program: the

"K-3" Progre, or, as.it is now called, the "3 on 2" Program. An excerpt

hoim the report reads as follows:

The Committe commends attention to a newlorogram which

concentrates attention to the earTy years of schooling.

The plan would put three teachers where two are.now



assigned, so that three co-Oual workers are wit'h two

classrooms. Two grade levels must be involved with
each team of three, such as K-1, or 2-3. If the
arrangement of the thtee teachers for two cla es is

afforded, the stage would be -set for team-teac ing in

one dimehsion and ungraded activities in the o her'

to meet individual. experiences . .

The 3 on 2 Program is an organizational and operational concept
4

rather than an instructional program. According to the report,. assigning

three teachers' to a class of between 53 and 62 students would free

teachers to conduct large- or small-group instruction, or: to work with

pupils individually. Other potential benefits mentioned in the report

include opportunity for teacher preparation periods, duty-free lunch

periods, counseling time, attention to gifted pupils, and the benefit of

the combinedespecial competencies of three teachers.

3 on 2 Program Goal

- The goal of the 3 on 2 Program is to maximize the intellectual,

social, eifl tional.and pHysical growth of students by providing for

greater ividualization through the team approach to teaching.

Program Objectives

The 3 on 2 Program has four major objectives lis,ted in the 3 on 2

Administrative Guide and Implementation Handbook (1968). These appear

' in Table 1.

In addition to these four major objectives, the "3 dn 2 Program

[focuses] on improvement of instruction through individualization of

.
instruction and the team approach to teaching" (Administrative Guide

and Implementation 4andbook, 1968).
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TASLE 1

3 on 2 Program pbjectives

3 on 2 Proems* Objective
The objective has WINI met when the.
student demonstrates the ability to:

1. To smite basic
learning:

Apply knowledge and skills acquired in all
sublect arteS to meaningful s4ations

2. To develop autonomy
in learning

(01f-dirtct1on)

Adhere to classroom management procedures
set cooperatively by teachers and students

vseteet materials, attivitios and-risources
that will help him obtain such objectives
Attend to task to attain objectives
Participate in the evaluation of his own
program

_
3. To develop a mere

realistic and
positive .

self-concept

,

Understand hfi role as an individual,in
relationship $o others
Set himself as a capable reader, writer,
speaker, computer, etc.
Accept himielf just as he is .

Experience success in tasks being performed

-4r-To-*Stablith
satisfying
interpersonal
relationships

e Show acceptance or liking of others, older
4

or younger, the same age, and of both sexes
Cooperate with others
Help others
Accept help from others when appropriate
Communicate his feelings openly

Overview of the Evaluation Study

The evaluation study was initiated at the-request of the Hawaii

Department of Education. In response to th'is request, NWREL submitted

a workplan which was subsequently approved by the Department and the -

State Board of Education. The evaluation was to be summative in nature,

/ providing the Department of Education and the Board of Education infor-

$ mation about the effectiveness of the `3 on 2 Program. Department'

officials rdquestedthat self-contained clasrOoms be used as a compara-
1

tive benchmark against which to contrast attainment of 3 on 2 Program

goals. fherefore, comparisons are made between 3 on 2 and self-contained

classrooms throughout this evaluationl Lt should be stressed, however,

3
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that this is not an evaluation of the self-contained classroom structure.

The focUs of the present evaluation is on 3 on 2 and variables relevant 4

to its evaluation. Different variables would neeq to be added if a

comprehensive evaluation of the self-contained classroom were desired.

Description of the Evaluation Process

Several alternative approaches to conducting the evaluation were

considered and discussed with the Department. An advocate-adversary

'evaluation approach was selected as best suited to provide the range of

information needed by the.Department.

In this approach to evaluation, two independenc eams examine the

program. The Advocate Team focusses on the programq merits, and, as its

name implies, becomes the advocate of the program. The Adversary Team

toncentrates on identifying the program'a' weaknesses and limitations,

becoming in effect the progNe's opponent. The results presented by

the twd teams, when considered togeth4r, should represent all positive

and negative characteristics of tile program and thus portray the program

as accurately and completely as possible. A summary of the results and

recommendations of eacb team is to be presented orally'and in written

fprm to Department of Education administrators who make program decisions.

The advantages inherent in the advocate-adversary approach and its

particular relevance in the 3 on 2 evaluation were well stated by State

Superintendent Charles G. Clark in a recent presentation:

For those individuals who may not.be familiar with the
advocate-adversary approach, under this approach one
team of evaldators will prepare a complete case and
present 'the arguments for continuing the 3 on 2.
Another team will prepare a case and offer arguments
against the prograM. My recommendation to"the I3oard
of Education on the future of the program follows soon
after the presentations.



Two factors led me to select this approaah. The,
first was to obtain the most objective and complete
evaluation of the program. The usual approach to
program evaluation calls for the same individual or
individuals to examine the program in terms of its
strengths, weaknessesand limitations. This some-
times results in the personal biases of the evaluators
creeping into the emaluation, even though all evalu-
ators scrupulously guard against it. With two teams
investigating and then reporting on previously
agreed-upon areas--one team arguing for the program
and another team arguing against the program with_
neither team colliborating with the others--I,felt
that those unintentional biases could be minimized,
if not neutralized, by the opposing team.

A second factor for choosing this appraach was a .

personal one. 'The typical evaluation report contains
policy recommendations that are issued by the evalua-

tors. While this arrangement is not all that bad, in
the ease of 3 on 2 I felt that the evaluators sivuld
concentrate all of their resources and attention on
an,examination of the facts and issues connected with
the program. Speculating on key poMcy decisions
connected within the 3 on 2 is a matter which I felt

should be left to me and my staff. (Charles G. Clark,
"The Major Policy Issues and Program Implications
Surrounding the 3 on Z Evaluation," paper presented to
the Executive Committee of the Western Regional
Interstate Planning Project, December 15, 1976. Pp. 4-5)

Teams for the advocate-adversary approach. It was felt that all

team members should be experienced evaluators, and that teams should be

evenly balanced in terms of measurement skills, da.ta analysis and inter-

\ viewing skills, and knowledge of Hawaii's educational system. It was

also decided that teams of four members each woule.be appropriate,

given the workload and avatlable budget. Team efforts were to be/coordi-

nated by two codirectors, neither of whom was a team member. Once team

members were selected and assigned to teams to achieve the desired

balance, teams were randomly assigned to the advocate and adversary

positions by the toss of a coin at a joint meeting. Tem members were

asigned as'follows:

.11
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Advocate Team

W. James Popham, University.of'California (Los Angeles)
Dale Carlson, California Départment'of Education
Thomas*R. Owens, NWREL

1 .
Michael:D. Hiscox, NWREL

Adversary' Teqm

ArlisS L. Roaden, Tennessee Technological University.

W. ToddRogers, University of Bripsh CO1umbia-
WilI1imA..Wright-i-NWREL1
Thomas Sachse, NWREL4

The project codirectors were Dean H. Nafziger ahd Blaine R. Worthen

of NWREL; as neutral arbitratots, they were responsible for overall

leaderhlp and administration of the study.. Selection of all team
r

members, inclqdjhg NWREL staff, was ophtingent on Department oflyducation
'C

approval.
.

44'
In order tO stay f0;ithin the bUdget,..ft was detidedAtihe oittset

that the two teams wouldnot be able to:eterelOp evaluation dellghs &id
4

undertake data collection activities independently. Therefore, the

evaluation design and instruments to collect desired data were jointly'

agreed upon by both teams in advance. Data were collected through

cooperative efforts of both team's, working under the direction of the

\

project codirectors, and all data were made available to both teams.

Dr. Wrigt4 resigned in September 197k to assume a new administrative

position within NWREL and was replaced by Dr'. Kim.Yap.
.

. al !,)

2Mr. Sachse resigned in September 1976 to pursue doctoral studies at

Stuford.Universlty and waS replaced by Ms. Jeri Benson.
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Types-of Inf9rmation Collected fu the Evaluation
,

Many *inds.Of information were needito gain a complete, accmrate
g

pidiure..of the 3 oh 2 PrOgram and its.effectson students. In many

cases information about self-contained classrooms was, gatherect.for pur-'

poses of comparison. The types.of dAta gathered relad to (a)* academic
\

achievement of 3 dn 2-classroom -students as compared to selflcontained

classroom students;.-(b) attitudes of 3 on 2 students regarding school,

learning, and themselves as compared 410,:the attitudes of self-contained

classroOm students; (c) opinions of state executives, Departmene of-

Education-officials, prfncipals, teachers, parents, and other interested

citizens about the'3 on 2 Program4 (d) absentee rate of lion.2 teachers

as .compared to self-cont)ineq classroom teachers; (e) costi associated

with 3 on 2 eralsroom's as compared to.sel-contained classrooms;

(f) individualization and teaming characteristics'of 3 on 2 classrooms;

and (g) legal and departmental mandates that have guided the de/tlopment

-of the 3 on 2 Program.

The specific type's of data collected in each.of these categoeies

are summarized below; more details are available in Volume I Technical

Report.

Academic Achievement Information

'The academie achievement of a sample of 869 third arade 3 on 2

'students (50 clasrooms) and 534 third grade self-contained students

;

(35 classrooms) was measured in spring 1976 and compared. Eacti

Student in the sample had been in one kind of classroom (3 on 2 or

self-contained) for at least three years since kinderlarteh.

3
7



All students were gfven four parts of the Comprehensive Tests of-

Basic Skills-,--Reading Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, Mathe-

matics Computation, and Mathematics Concepts and Applications.

The sample was/scientifically drawn so that an accurate estimate of'

academic achievement could be obtained for studentt_in each-type

of classroom,eand so ttlipt the students' socioeconomic status,

enrollment in the Hawaii English Program, and type of school would

not affect the results. Also, the test scores were analyzed in

such a way that students'jeneral acacemic ability (as opposed to
1

achievement) would not ikapprOpriately influence the results.'

In Fall 1976 evaluators measUred 'and compared the academic achieve-

ment of a sample comprising 456 fourth graders who, during K through

,3, h4 been in 3 on 2 classes for at least three years, and 349
. .

fourth g de, s who, during K through 3, had been in self-contained

easses for at least three years.
,,

All stud nts were Oven one of two forms of a criterion referenced

test developed for the evaluation. Together these two forrip)

measured performance on six mathematics objectives and six reading

objectives selected by Department curriculum specialists as impor-

tant for Hawaii ch4ldren.

These students were scientifically sampled from the students who

had been tested the previous spring when they were third graders.

enrollment in Hawaii English Program, and school type on the results ,k

Therefore, the p6tential effects of students'. socioeconomic status;

were avoided through the sampling techniques, and the potential

effect of students' academic ability was avoided through the method

of analysis.



The.academic peeformance of a saimple.of 657 sixth grade students

(257 had been in 3 on 2 for three years and 400 had been in self-

containe'd classes for three years) was measured in Fall 1976 in
4

order to determine if the 3 ono? Program had any measurable long-

term effects: All students were given five parts of the Stanford

Achievement Test, Intermediate Level II, Form A: Vocabulary,

Reading Comprehersion,\Mathematics Computation, Mathematics Concepts,

and Mathematics Applications.

V

Student Attitudes

Attitudes of the same students who were in the third grade acaderf

achievement test sample were measuredoin Spring 1976 and compared.

Students were given three scales of the School Sentiment Index--

.General, Social 'Structure and Climate, Authority and Control;

three scales of the Self Appraisal Inventory--General, Peer, and

.School; and the Me and School Inventory.

In Fall 1976 evaluators measured and compared the attitudes of ;1`.

sample Comprising 257 sixth graders who, during K through 3, had

spent three or more years in 3 on 2 classes, and 400 sixth grade

students who, during K through 3, had spent three or more years

in self-contained classes.

The same students who were in the sixth grade fall academic ach1eve0

ment test sample received the attitude inventories.

',Opinions About 3 on 2

Nearly 300 personal interviews were conducted by evaluation team

membe-rs. Detailed notes from the interviews were made available

to all evaluators to familiarize them with the history of 3 on 2,

9
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and the range of current perceptions regarding the progrAm. To

ensure ihterviewees' anonymity, interview data,are not reported in

this evaluation. However, those data have been extremely useful in

identifying issues efnct veriables for further investigation. for

exfimpla, alnajority of the questionnaire items described in this

report were posed to investigate variables and assertions suggested

during interview4.- In oddition, some interviewees-protided-leads-

to -other Aources4f infbrmation or helped toverifye accuracy

of dataicollected througtfother means.

The number and types of persons interviewed are shown in Tables 2

and-1.

TABLE 2

Number of hiterviews with School Administrators,
Staff and Parents: By District

Oi striict
District
Supt. or
Deputy

Principals
Curriculum
Specialists

Teachers Parents

Honolulu 1 14 1 21 7

Leeward 1 2 1 18 6

Windward 1 6 1 39 14

Central 1 3 1 24// 10

Maui 1 2 1 ___Ii 6

Kauai 2 2 1 12 6

:1

Hawaii. 1 6 1 15 3

TOTAL 8 35 7 146 52

i 6

10
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l'Al9ce 3

Number of Interviews with State Offtciils end Others

Category
.,Numbor of
In-terviews

e State Government Official% (Executiva or Legislative) 3

kerd of Education Members 7

()apartment of Edircation Adminiitrators and Staff 23

Former_Departmint of Ectucation Officials 4

_

Union Representatives 4

Press Represaptatives 3

Higher Education Representatives 4

TOTAL., 48 .

Six.public meetings were held in Spring 1976 to allow interested

persons throbout the state to offer'opinions about the 3 on 2

Program to members.of the evaluation team. The locition of

meetings was planried to enable persons frOm all islands and dqtricts

to offer testimony. Table.4 suMmarizes the location and attendance

for each meeting.

TABLE 4

Public Netting: Held in May 1976

District Date

Approximate
Number

Attending

Evaluation
Member(s)
Attending

Location

Honolulu May 12 52' Popham McKinley High School
Roaden (Honolulu)

Leeward and May 12 80 . Nafziger Pearl City

Central Elementary

(combined) (Pearl City)

Windward May 12 100 Hiscox Benjamin Parker '

Wright School (Kaneohe)

Maul May 12 40 Owens Wailuku Elementary
. Sachse (44ailuku)

Hawaii May 12 r 14 Carlson Waiakea Elementary
- Rogers (Hilo)

Kauai May 13 15 Popham Wilcox Elementary
Roaden (Lihue)
Worthen
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In Spring 1976, teachers; pripcipals, and ptrents were asked their

opiniont,of 3 on 2; a separate survey queitionna14 was given to

each.of the three grrs. Questionnairee'weri designed tb; cover all

major asrects of the 3 on 2 Program, and, des ite differepces

among the three questionnaires, there was a o considerable common-

) 41.

ality.of information obtained across the ree groups.

Questionnaires callAd for information'on the followIngitopics:

. ;

I. Goal,s of 3,on 2 and self-cOtained.classrooms

2. Unique inWuctioniT opportunities within 3 on 2

% gelfcontained classrooms

.3 Perceived academic progress by students in 3 on 2 and

self-contened classrooms

4. Perceived'afNctive ahd psychomotor progress by students

in 3 on 2 and self-contained classroors
P

5. Perceived progress in other areas affected by schooling

by students in 3 on 2 and self-contained classroom's

6. Types of students for which the 3.on 2 or self-contained

'classroom organization is preferable

7. Tarent involvement in the assigument of students to

classrooms A

8. Implementation of 3 on 2

9. Parent involvement in classrooms

10. 1n-service training for teachers and principals

II. Teachers' preferences regarding classroomprganization

12. Strengths and weaknesses of the 3 on 2 Program

13. Suggestions for improving the 3 on 2 Program if it were

continued

12
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Quest'onniires were sent to al..1 K through 3 teachers in the state

(2,79) and 745 percept returned them. All elementary principals

(175)1in the state received the questionnaires, and 82.3 percent

returned them. And, a slpple of 1,897 parents selected to represent\

every classroom in the state were sent the parent questionnaires;

50.8 percent returned them.
4 NC

In Fall 1976 a sample of second angi third grade 3 on 2 teachers and

third grade self-contained classroom teachers were given question-

naires soliciting their views about the following:

1. Amount of teaching time spent in various activities

2. Range of options available for various teaching tasks

3. Confidence in carrying out teacher tasks

4. Individualization and student self-direction

5. Their own clas ooms

6. '. Their own stude s
.

These questionnaires were sent to all teachers whose classrooms were

included in the spring academic achievement testing. In all, 222

questionnaires were mailed; the response rate was 65.3 percent.

In Fall 1976 a' questionnaire was 'sent to a sample of fourth grade

teachers who each year-teach,students coming out of both types of

classrboms. They were questioned on--

1, Their recommendations for 3 on 2 in the future, and

2. 'The relative performance of 3 on 2 and self-contained

classroom students.

In all, a total of 148 questionnaires were mailed; the response

rate was 81 percent.

1 3



Teacher Absenteeism

Information comparing the absehteeism rates of a saMpl of 3 on 2
4

and'eelf-contained'classroom teacheri was Obtained.fromhDepartment

files. The sample consisted of teachers whose-classrooms were

included in the spring academic achievement testing.

Cost Data

Information on costs of the 3 on 2 Program were obtained from

Deplartment records and through interviews with Department officials.

These data included operational costs for 4975-1978 and projected

costs fbr 1976-1977.

Costs 'for converting 3 on 2 clasSroofis into self-contained class-

rooms were determined.

Costs comparing' special Hawaij English Program costs for 3 on 2

and self-containe4 classrooms were also obtained.

All cot f4gures and the means by,which they wer'e derived were

officially verified by the Department of Education.

Classroom Characteristics

Detailed observations of classrooms were made separately by the

Advocacy team, Adversary team, and a. specialist in open education

and teaM teaching. Table 5 sbmmarizes the number and type of

-classrooms bbserved by uch team and by the specialist. Classrooms

A
were randomly selected from throughout.the stat'e for observation

by the Adversary Team and the specialist. The Advocate Team, .

'observed exemplary classrooms which were recommended by District

curriculum specialistvand wh'ich had high achievement test scores.

14
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TAMA 5 : w

Classrooms Visited W4thin Each District -

Sy loth T. and Dr. PeAton

w,

No. Obsrved o. Observed No% Observed
District by *Adversary by Advocacy by 1

Teem Team Or. Patton

Honolulu 7 1 4

Leeward 4

Windward 6 5

Central

MAO

4 3
4

a.

Kauai '

Hawaii

2 3,

5

TAL 29 15 14

ti

4.

15
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Findi.ngs

IP

The major findings of the evaluation are summarized briefly in this

section. Only, these results.that'bear directly on the..3 On 2 Program

% .

are reported here. Other fAdings, such as differences that might occur

among. Socioeconomic groups or. between classrooms which do and do not

employ the Haii English Program, are purposely omitted. It is impor-

tant to emphasize that variables such as socioeconoMic status and partic-
=,

.

.4.

,

tpation in the Hawaii English Program were retaihed in the analysis only

for a statistical purpose: to eradicate any ilnfluence they Might have
, ,

, on the results'of the 3 pn 2 Program'.

Further, details regarding these findings are available in Volume I,

Technidel Report.

Academic Achievement

On the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skilis, academic achievement

for third graders in self-contained classrooms was greater than for

students in,3 on, 2 clas-srooms in Reading Vocabulary and Reading

Comprehension'. No differences were fOund in Mathematics Computation

and Mathematics Concepts and Applications.

For fourth grade students, the criterion-refe-renced test revealed

no overall differences between students who had been in 3 on 2

classrooms and those who had been in self-contained classrooms.

However, Within socioeconomic groups there were contradictory

results. Of the low socioeconomic students, those in self-contained

classrooms performed better on two subtests (Sel cting Examples and

Synonyms to Match Contextual Definitions and Fractional Numerals

and Number l4ords), and of the high socioeconomic students, those

./N
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in 3 on 2 classes performed better. However, on each of-two sub-

!

tests testing other objectives (Ordrin§ Cardinal Numbees and

Addition with Two Digit Numerals)1,ch1s pattern waS exactly reversed.

Academic achievement of sixth irade students on the Stanford

Achievement Test revealed no difference between 3 on 2 stqdents and

self-contained classroom students.

In summary, because of the yery few differences found among the many

comparisons made it was concluded that no meaningful dffferences

exist in academic achievement between 3 on 2 and self-contained

classroom students.

Student Attitudes

At the third grade level, students in 3 on 2 classrooms had a more

positive "general school sentiment" than students'in self-contained

classrooms. No overall differences were found between the two

groups on the,other six student attitude scales. However, among all

students of middle socioeconomic status, 3 on 2 students had a more

positive general self-appraisal than their counterparts in self-

contained classes. And for high socioeconomic students, students

in self-contained classrooms exhibited a more positive self-appraisal.
./

At the sixth grade level,.no overall differences in student atti-

tudes were found on the seven subscales-between 3 on 2 students and

those wha had been in self-contained classrooms in earlier years.

Among students of low socioeconomic status,,fhose who had been in

3 on 2 classrooms showed higher scores than self-contained class-

room students on the Peer Self Appraisal Scale and the Authority

3
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and Control Schgol Sentiment Index. Within middle.and high

socioeconomic groups, students .from 3 on 2 and self-contained

classes had simiiar scores.

In summary, becaurse of /the very few differences found among the .

comparisons, it was concluded that no meaningful differencesjexist

in.student attitudes between 3 on 2 and self-contaihed cla;room

students.

Opinions About 3 on 2

Teachers and principals generally agreed on classroom goals regard-

less of the type of classroom. However, 3 on 2 teachers more

frequently cited the following goals:

Peer tutoring
IndividUalized learning
One-to-one teacher to pupil instruction
Small group instruction
Instruction in the physical sciences
'Flexibility in using classroom space

. Parent conferences

Principals indicated there were-no differences between 3 on 2 and

self-contained classes regardrhg parent complaints, interfaculty

cooperation, or discipline problems.

3 on 2 teachers more than self-contained classroom teachers

\_.S) believed t at tlachers with whom they worked close* were effective

in coop rative planning, team teaching, sharing teaching techniques,

using one another's strengths, and sharing learning materials.

Also, 3 on 2 teachers more than self-contatned classroom teachers

believed that the 3 on 2 Program helped teachers work together as

a team, promoted chances for professional growth, and allowd

teachers to share ideas on the most' effective way tooteach a child.

18
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Principals also believed that the 3 on 2 Pr-gram helped teachqrs

work together as a team, promoted chances for profess.ional growth

and allowed' teachers to share ideas on effective teaching.

In most areas, principals perceived no partictdifference

'between the academic progress of ,students in 3 on,2 classrooms and,

those in self-contained classrooms. In the areas of arithmetic,

science, music, and social studies, 3 on 2 teachers.rated their

stydents higher than self-ccontained classroom teachers rated their

students.

Teachers cated the progress of students in 3 on 2 and self-

contained classrooms equally in exercising self-control, taking

an interest in school, getting along with others, and developing a

more positive self-concept. Principals indicated no difference in

taking an interest in school. However, principals were divided

between favoring 3 on 2 and indicating no difference regarding

developing self-control, developing a more positive self-concept,

and getting along with others.

Also, 3 pn 2 teachers rated their students' .progress in physical

educationhilgher than did self-contained classroom tea'chers, but

principals believed that all students progressed equally in physical

education.

Teachers rated 3 on 2 and self7contained classroom children about

equally on progress in becoming an independent learner, but the

majorAy of principals believed that 3 on 2 students prbgressed

more in becoming an independent learner. More than 3 on 2 class-

room teachers, self-_ ntained classroom teachers indicated that

their students used time wisely. All parents, regardless of tr



type of classroom in which their children were enrolled,,rated

their Ahildren moderate to high ih self-control) ability to

/
communicate, ability to express feelings openly and honestly,

ability to relate to their brothers and sisters, and ability to

use time wisely.

ft

o Teachers, principals, and parents did not agree about the types of

students for whom 3 on 2 es appropriate. Principlls indicated
,A

that 3 on 2 and self-contafned classrooms were appropriate for all

students. Many parents fndicated that 3 onj2 may be inappropriate

for students who lack self-direction, but rated both types of class-

rooms as appropriate for other students. Teachers of both 3 on 2

and self-containéd' classrooms were divided between saYing 3 on 2

was not appropriate and that both types of classrooms Were appropri-,

ate for children with learning disabilities-, chifdren with short

attentions, and children who lack self-direction. S'elf-contaihed

classroom teachers were divided about the appropriateness of 3 on 2

for shy children and kindergarten children.. Otherwise, teachers

rated children as appropriate for both types of classrooms.

The majority of teachers of self-contained classrooms indicated'

that students with learning problems were most often assigned to

self-contained classrooms, although most principals and 3 on 2

teachers said that these studen4, were equally divided among types .

of classrooms.
116.

Parents' preferences for the type of classroom they wanted fo'r their

children were dependent on the type of classrdom in which their

children were already enrolled. %Parents of 3 on 2 students preferrel

20



to have their children remain in 3 on 2; parents of self-contained

classroom students preferred to have their children remain in self-

contatned classrooms; and parents with.children in both types of

classrooms were divided in their Preferences. A majority of parents

and about half of the teachers indicated that parents were not

given a choice of whether their children would be in a 3 on 2 or

self-contained classroom. However,.a slight majority of_princfpalS.

said that parents were given a choice, although principals said

that parent involvement in making assignments to classrooms was not

adequate.

o Mt teachers and principals felt that leadership from the state

and districts for the implementation of 3 on 2 was inadequate.

There was confusion about responsibiliq, for adopting 3 on 2 i

individual schools; teachers believed their principals were respon-

sible, but principals indicated they.did not know who was 'responsible.

Also, principals and 3 on 2 teachers did not believe that they had

been adequately involved in developing guidelines for 3 on 2. At

the same time, principals and 3 on 2 teachers overwhelmingly agreed

that principals had supported 3 on 2 teams.

Most 3 an 2 teachers felt the program was not too expensive; about

half of the self-contained classrdom teachers said it was; and

principals were divided in their responses.

AD 0 The type of class in which,their children were enrolled did not

affect the frequency with which parents said they attended PTA,

parent-teacher conferences, or other school activities, or helped

their children with homewdrk.
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Principals and teachereof 3 on 2 classrooms most often attended

in-service workshops. Principals and 3 on 2 teachers were generally

dlvided about whether in-service training was adequate or inadequate.

* Self-contained class'room teachers were least likely to rate it

adequate. Those workshops rated highest were on interpersonal

relationships, improving self-direction, Hawaii English Program

ti.aining, and improving chfldren's self-concept. In-service work-

shops least often rated as effective were Department of Education

sponsored 3 on 2 orientation workshops.

Most 3 on 2 teachers indicated'that they would prefer to teach in

a 3 on 2 classroom; most self-contained classroom teachers indicated

that they would prefer to teach in a self-contained classroom, but

with a full- or part-time aide. Both groups would feel some disap-

pointment if forced to teach'in the opposite type of classroom from

.their present one.

Principals, 3 on 2 teachers, and parents generally did not agree

with self-contained classroom teachers about the strengths and

Weaknesses of 3 on 2. However, the majority
i
of all teachers and

principals believed that 3 04 2 students could find at least one

adult with whom.to get along, that 3 on 2 children had Opportunity

to learn from each other, that there was a greater variety of

learning materials in 3 on 2 classes, that teacher absences did not

'interfere with instruction, and that teachers could get other

ideas befdre taking action. Parents believed that shy children and

those with learning problems got lost in 3 on 2 classes.

22
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If they were able to choose how to use money presently designated

for 3 on 2, principals and 3 on 2 teachers would most often,choose

to maintain 3 on 2, although some would choose to revise the program.

Self-contained classroom teachers would choose to reduce class

N..size in 'self-contained classes or provide for specialists. The

major\ity of people in each group felt that it was'at least somewhat

important to maintain 3 on 2-and-se1f-contained-classrooms-as options.

A common theme from interviews with principals and teachers,

testimonies at public meetings, and written comments by teachers is

that compatibility of personalities and philosophies among members

of a 3 on 2 teaching team is crucial to the success of that team.

Teachers of 3 on 2 spent less time instructing t e total class than

did self-c tained classroom teachers, but there ,:d no substantial

difference in the time allofted to small group instruction,

individual instrucNon, individual counseling, supervising seat work,

counseling with parents, preparing lesson plans, record, keeping,

and assessment of pupils.

Most self.-contained classroom and 3 on 2 teachers felt they had a

large range of instructional techniques availabfe to them. Self-

contained classroom teachers mor'e frequently indicated a great

range of available disciplinary procedures and 3 on 2 teachers more

frequently noted a wide range of options for eyalLiating students.

Most teachers, regardless of classroom type, felt confident about

their teaching ability. And almost all were willing to ask other

teachers for ideas ore assistance.

90
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When asked to describe their classrooms, 3 on 2 and self-contained

classroom teachers responded. ilarly. When eiktl' group chose a

list of descripttve adjectives, 3 on 2 teachers described their

students as active, friendly, inter sted, and outgoing; self-

%
contained classroom teachers described their students as active,

*curious and friendly.

o-- Opt teachers, regardless of classroom type, agreed that it was

possible and important t,P individualize instruction in the primi6

grades. However, more 3 on 2 teachers than self-contained classroom

teachers supported these ideas. Further, most felt that schools

should promote self-directed learning, and that not all students

should receive the same instruction.

o Of the fourth grade teachers surveyed, slightly fewer than half

believeti that 3 on 2 should bp maintained at its present level or

expandlet or that it was important to retain 3 on 2 as an option

for all students. At the same time, a large Majority of the fourth

grade teachers believed that it,was very importad to have self-

contained classrooms as an available option for all students, If

given a choice in how to use the money allocated to 3 on 2, fourth
6

grade teachers most frequently said they would reduce class size

or provide teaching specialists.

In compaing former 3 on 2 and self-contained classroom \students,

the majority of fourth grade teachers cited no major differences.

However, a large minority believed that former self-contained

classroom students,were better prepared in reading and mathematics,

used their time better, and that former 3 on 2 students misbthaved

more frequently.
24
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Absentee4m bir Teachers

No differences in absenteeism were found between 3 on 2 and self-

contained classroom teachers.

Cost Data,

e The estimated operational cost for the 3 on 2 Pnpgram above the

cost of educating the same students in self-contained classrooms

was $8,877,549 for the 1975-76 school year and $10,221,468 for the

1976-77 school year. Some savings in materials costs,- especially

when hawaii English Prpgram materials were not need#4, was realized

in 3 on 2 classrooms.

The current cost of converting two self-contained classrooms into

one 3 on. 2 classroom is approximately $6,000. The cost of con

verting a/3 on 2 classroom into two self-contained classrooms is

about $5,000. Presently there are a number of empty classrooms in

elementary s'chools throughout the state, and about 25 percent of

the 3 on 2 students could be moved into self-contained classes Kith'

/no conversion costs.

Classroom Charactertstics

Information from classrobiuobservat1ons and interviews with teachers

suggested that 3 on 2 teachers exhibited a higher than usuil degree

of teaming. At the same time, in some cases.self-contained classroom

teachers joined with other self-contained teachers in order to

effect team teaching. Regarding individualization of instruction,

there seems to be confusion about the way individualization should

be done. The Hawaii English Program seems to contribute more to

individualization of instruction than do guidelines for 3 on 2.

31
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The recommendOions and tonclUtiOn bastd upon these findingt ar

given in the remainder of this volume.
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PREFACE

The authors of this report were assigned the task of serving as

advocates of the instructional'program being evaluated. They perceived

their assignment, consistent with the adversarial evaluation model

being employed, to defend the merits'of that program as vigorously as

possible on the basis of available evidence, logic, etc. It should be

recognized,- therefore,-that-the positions-expressed-in-the-following

pages may not represent the individual or collective views of the

writers.
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Hawaii's 3 on 2 Program represents the most ambitious attempt ever

seen in American educational history to create a team-taught, flexible,

and individualized instructional program for primary grade children.

Never before has an ntire state attempted to instill a comparable instruc-

tional scheme designed to upgrade the quality ot,its instructional program

for primary grade children.

SelfrContained Classes and the 3 on 2 Program

The inherent limitations of-the self-contained classroom are well

known: the unlikelihood of all ch4ldren relating well to the same adult;

the difficulty of the teacher's giving adequate attention to children who

need special help; the need for the teacher to be an "expert' in all sub-'

ject matter fields; and the lack of flexibility in organizing the children

into various groups for different types of learning.

It was because of these builtin liabilities that Hawaii's educational

architects initiated a major instructional reform in 1968 to improve the

quality of education in the primary grades. In brief, the Hawaii 3 on 2

Program created a large number of team teaching situations in which three

teachers were assigned to two classes of primary children. This report

constitutes one segment of a systematic attempt to evaluate the merits of

that program. It was prepared by an adversarial team whose responsibility

was to defend the merits of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program.

Information and Conclusions

A wide variety of techniques and sources were used to determine the

value of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. Our team spent hours talking to

people in Hawaii' who were close to the program. We interviewed teachers,

'parents, administrators, children, legislators, interested citizens,

Department of Education officials, and a host of other assorted folks who

29
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11/5had views on the program. We observed classes, bot 3 on 2 and self

contained. , We gathered questionnaire data from teachers, parents, and

administrators. We gave achievement'tests of-many kinds to children ,in

3 on 2 and self-contained classes. We administered attitude inventories

to those youngsters to find out how they felt about self-contained and

3 on 2 classes.

As all of this information began to accumulate, the data led us

inescapably to the following conclusions:

1. The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, while capable of being improved, is

currently fUnctioning effectively to the educatione benefit of

most youngsters it now serves.

2. The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program is functioning effectively because of

its unique instructional features.

3. Citizens of Hawaii should be singularlp proud of the Hawaii

3 on 2 program and strive to strengthen the excellence of this

high visibility educational reforr as an option for the children

and teachers of Hawaii,

The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program is Functioning Effectively

The opinions of 130 principals, 1,749 tjeachers, and 905 parents

rdyarding the effectiveness of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, as collected via

questionnaires, offer considerable'support for the contention that the

program is functioning effectively. All .three groups were asked to

rpspond to a key gestion, namely, "Should the 3 on 2 program be (1) ex-.

panded, (2) maintained at its present level, (3) reduced, or (4). elimina-

ted?" Whether or not the group.has anT special involvement or person'al

stake in the 3 on 2 program, at least.50 _percent of each group want either

io expand 3 on 2 pi" maintain it at its present level, For some'subgroups

36
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the proportions are coniiderably'higher; principals range from 70 to go

jOerOent._ Indeed,- over 50 percent of the teachers of self-contained

classes want to expand or maintain the program. A solid 86 percent'of

the tehhers of 3 on 2 classes also wish to maintain or expand the pro-

gram. In view of this resounding support from the professionals who know

lit best, the inference must be drawn that they believe the 3 on 2 Program

is working.

Other items on the questionnaire asked respondents to compare the

progress of children in self-contained and 3 .on 2 classes. The reactions

provided by 111 erementary school principals,'knowledgeable regarding

both 3 on 2 and self-contained classes because of their day-to-day contacts

with both, kinds of classes, yields a startling vote of approval for the .

Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. These Hawiiii elementary school principals think

that 3 on 2 classes are decisively more effective, on all counts, than

self-contained crasses. Principals think the children in 3 on 2 classes

are making greater progress than children in self-contained clssses in

basic skill areas such as reading and math and in areas consistent with

the announced purposes of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, for example, encour-

aging children to become more independent learners.

Test Results

In this evaluation, as in many of the previous evaluations of the

Hawaii 3 on 2 Program, standardized achievement tests have been used as

an index of the program's effectiveness. This time, as in the past, there,

seems to be little evidence favoring 3 on 2 youngsters. As is almost

always the case, results on standardized achievement tests turn out to

reveal "no statistically significant Oifferences" between an innovative

program (in this case, 3 on 2) and the more traditional instructional
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program. But do these results r lect shortcomings in the new programs,

or do they reflect shortdmings in the kinds of testing devices' u.sed? In

the opiniqn of the AdvoCateTeue, and a growing number of educational

measureme4t speCialists, standardized achievement tests such.as those used

in the current evaluition are inappropriate(for assessing the ffects oft

instructional interventions such as the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program. Such

tests were devised for purposes other than evaluating educational programs

and should not be constdered indicators of a program's success. The

complete rePort of the Advocate Team describes their deficiencies in

greater detail. Problems with other assessmentrdevices used in the

examination are also discussed in that report.

Members of the Advocate Team believe, Nywever, that with the use of

more appropriate assessment devices and a results-oriented monitoring

system, the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program can be substantially improved. Specifics

of such an ialprovement scheme are provided in the complete report.

, w

Unique Instructional Advantages

Y
What is it that leads so maw)/ ople to assert-that this program is

worth maintaining or even expanding? In the view of the Advocate Team,

that's a fairly style question to answer; The fact is that the Hawaii

3 on 2 Program incorporates some instructional advantages that clearly
. ,

cannot exist in a conventional self-contained class. A number of these

have been alluded to earlier. Let's spell them out more formally, so

they don't go unnoticed.

1. Teachers can more flexibly organize students so that they can

be taught, as individuals and as groups, according te, the

children's needs.
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B. The tam can capitalise on t membere' particular instructional

skills, so that teachers can instruct in their areas of strewth;

for example, music, science, 9r art.

3. The collegial interaction among 3 on 2 teachers levates their

professional standards and strengthens their instructional

skills.

4. Childbaen have a better chance of finding an adutt to whom they

can relate, both personally and instructionally.

5. a.teacher is absent, the team's instructional program can go

on largely undisturbed because. two team members are present.

6. Younger children can learn frOM the older children in their

two-grade classes.

While there are other advantages associated with the team-teaching

organizatOonal structure of the Hawaii 3 'on 2 Program, these six instruc-

tional dividends are peculiar to a 3 on 2 setup. They cannot be present

in a single-grade self-contained classroom. Three teachers and 60 or so

children simply have it better than one teacher and 25 children. The

flexibility potentials of a 3 on 2 class dramatically outdistance'those

available to even the most energetic and devoted teacher in a self-

contained class.

Uniformity or Options?

There are differences among children. There are differences among

teachers. The numerous parents, teachers, and principals who supplied

questionnaire data recognized both of these points when they offered

solid support for the-contention'that the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program should be

preserved as a choice for those who want it. When responses are presented

to the question "How important do you feel it is to keep 3 on 2 as an
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option for those schools,,students, and teachers who want it?: no matter

what group responded, substantial numbers of the respondents indicated

that they wanted tO retain 3 on 2 as an option for those who wished it.

Similarly, self-contained classes should be:maintained as an option for

Hawaii's teachett ehd pupils. c

An Investment with Dividends

The-Hawaii 3 on 2 Program has been in existence for a number of years

now. It has attracted widespread attention, not only because of its

substantial magnitude but also because of the forward-looking instructional

features it incorporates. Whether the people of Hawaii capitalize on this

situation to strengthen an already effective instructional scheme or waste

- their eight-year, multi-million dollar investmentin educational reform

remains to be seen.

We recommend, therefore, t:hat the Hawaii 3 on Program be maintained

at its present level as an instructional option for Hicii primary edu-

cation. We recommend, Nither, that creative efforts to improve the

quality of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program be instantly initiated. To eliminate

or serioutly reduce the magnitude of the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program would

create serious negative consequences--negative consequences that would be

experienced by the children of Hawaii during their crucial, formative

years. While the resources devoted to the Hawaii 3 on 2 Program are sub-

stantial, the adverse effects of abendoning this effective instructional

program are too s6ere. The Hawaii 3 on 2 Program must be maintained.

4 0
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PREFACE

The design of this evaluation study require0 that one team of

evaluators identify strengths and another team identify deficiencies of

the program. Thus, this Summary of'The Report of The Adversary Team

.is only one part of the full evaluation report. Taken by.itself, this

Summary does not represent an overall perspective'of strengths and

weaknesses. The points-advanced by -the-Adversary-Teamihowever, are

supported by data and by logic.
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This is a summary of the Report of the Adversary Teamol a report

of deficiencies in the Hawaii 3 on 2 Classroom Organization Program.

Ihe4d101,Report ummarized.here inclddes documentation in support of the pro-
* -

.

gra01 deficiencies which were.identified; further details of the study design,

data antlyte and the evaluation findings are Contained in the Technical

Report2 of0i evaluation teem.3

MilensG:fin!.7.0V lgrilinipf:11!:r Student

One part of this evaluation Compared a randomCsample of 3 on 2 classrooms
4P

with a random sample of sellf-cootained classrooms at the thOrd grade level,on

measures of student achievement--cognitive and affective. Further coMparisons

were made of students who had advanced to the fourth grade, and to the sixth

grade.
4

Tests of achievement included two norm referenced teits (with two sub-

scales each on reading and mathematics achieveme0), No forms of criterion

referenced tests (with six subscales each on'reading and mathematics achievement),

and a student attitude inventory (with seven subscales on student affective

ichievement).5

It has been the assumption that students in 3 on 2 would exhibit greater

gain on learning outcomes, stipulated by DOE as important for all children,

than students in self-contained classrooms.
6

Thus, this evaluation of 3 on 2

was a search for evidence of greate'r gains on the following goals: (1) to

acquire basic academic learnings, (2) to develop autonomy in learning (self-

direction), (3) to develop a more realistic and positive self-concept, and (4) to

establish satisfying interpersonal relationships.

Overaill, the 3 on 2 Program has failed to produce any greater gains on the

cognitive and affective program objectives than outcomes produced in self-

contained classrooms. Student achievement in the basic skills of reading and

mathematics was no greater,for students who had spent at least three of their

school years kindergarten through grade three in 3 on 2 classrpoms Plian for

/
/
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students who had spent at least three of those years An self-contained classrooms:

The results were this same regardless of the test form. Moreover, the result

were the same, regardless of the point in time when-lhe students were tested -

third grade, fourth gradee-or sixth grade.
-

The seven affective subscales in the Student Attitude Inventory were:

(1) general self-appraisal, (2) self-appraisal in relations "with peers, (3) self-
,

appraisal in school situations, (4) general attitudes about school, (5) attitudes

in relation to school social structure and climate, (6) attitudes in relation to

school authority and control, and (7) instructional. self-directedness'of students.

The Inventdry was administered to the two groups of students in the third grade

described above who took the cognitive tests and to two groups of sixth graders,

one group of whom had studied at least three years lin 3 on 2 classrooms and the

other in self-contained classrooms during the primary grades.

The results for the affective areas were consistently the seme--no signifi-

cant differences. (There was a contradictory result in the third grade testing

on only one subscale, "attitudes about school in general," wtich favored 3 on 2

students. This #inding did not hold, however, in the sixth grade testing where

there were no significant differences.)

Views of Teachers, Parents and Principals

Questions were asked of teachers regarding their views of student performance

on the following objectives: (1) reading and mathematics, (2) becoming indepen-

dent learners, (3) exercising self-control, (4) wise use of time, (5) developing

a positive self-concept, and (6) getting along with other children.

Although these objectives have been described as important ones for 3 on 2

classrooms, there were no'differences reported by teachers in progress which

favored the 3 on 2 classrooms. Most of the fourth grade teachers who could

.identify which of their students had been in 3 Qn 2 and which had been in self-
.

contained classrooms reported th't the statements "are well prepared in reading"

and "are well prepared in arithmetic" were more true for self-contained than for
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3 on 2 students. These data reinforce the student test data reported earlier

which failed, emphatically, to mak a case for 3 on 2.

At given points in time since the inieption of 3 on 2, particular objectives

have been enunciated whichime not related directly to student dUcational out-

comes. However, some.of the objectives, if achieved, rould be supportive of

cognitive and affective outcoms. Where data are available, ihe.views of tiachers,

parents and principals on the relativ importance of the following objectives for

3 on 2 and self-contained clatses are reported: (1) to increase counseling

services for pupils and parents, (2) to assess each pupil's educational progress,

(3) to accommodate students with special neds, (4) to provide for variable

grouping, (5) to provide for flexible scheduling and (6) to provide for flexible

use of classroom space.

Teachers and"ttts who expressed an opinion on the relative importance of

'these objectives for 3 on 2 and self:contained classrooms saw no discernible

differences in the importance to either form of classroom organization for

achieving Active numbers 1, 2 and 5. In the opinion ofteachers_and parents,

3 on 2 classrooms have limitations in accommodating "studerits with special needs"

(objective number 3). Self-containe4 classrooms were viewed by teachers as more

appropriate for children who lack self-direction. Most parents believe that chil-

dren with the following characteristics should not be placed in 3 on 2 classes:

"children with learning problems," and "children who lack.self-direction;" and a

third or more questioned,the advisability of 3 on 2 for "children with short

'attention spans," "children who learn slowly," and "children who don't behave

well in school." On objective number 4, there was no discernible'difference

between the way in which teachers of 3 on 2 and teachers of self-contained

classes viewed the importance of individual diagnosis of student learning. There

was, however, a small differenCe favoring 3 on 2 in the(importance of the goals

related to the formation of groups: flexibility in grouping students', use of

small group instruction, and one-to-one pupil-teacher interactions. As expected,
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3 on 2 teachers,'in comparison to self-contained teachers, ratid objective

number 6, "flexible use of classroom space," slightly more positively. Princi-

pals, who expressed support for one classroom organiiation over the other,

tended to favor 3 on 2.
a.

Basic Deficiencies in Design and Operation of 3 on 2

Listed below are some problems associated with 3 on 2 which date back to

the conceptualization an4design of the organizational mode; and others that Rive

plagued its operations over the years:

' 1. The 3 on 2 program was not inaugurated as an experimental program;

rather, it began with the expressed objective "to eliminate the self-contained class-

room in kindergarten through grade three and eventually grades four through six."7

2. Objectives of 3 on 2 have been ambiguous since its inception in 1968.

Overall, the objectives which have been enumer'ated for 3 on 2 ire not different

from objeci)ves of all prima'ry education in Hawaii, except for expected level of

student performance.

3. Con&ary to the well-established principle of program planning and

development that "form follows function," 3 on 2 was designed as an organizational

form without a clear understanding of educational outcomes or functions which were

to be served by the new classroom organization.

4. Contrary to another well-established principle of program planning and

development that "those who are expected to implement a, program are involved in

its design,' 3 on 2 was conceptualized and'designed with no appreciable partici-

pation or input from teachers and principals.

5. By definition and in practice, the 3 on 2 teams are without effective

leadership for planning. Team members are. defined as "coequals" without a

designated team leader.
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6. The composition of 3 on 2 teams is without a discernible rationale which

is applied uniformly. Possibly, the most pervasive complaint of teachers and

4

principals about 3 on 2 was "incompatibility of team members."

7. The substantial costs of 3 on 2 education beyond the costi of self-

contained classroom education cannot be justified to Hawaii taxpayers on the

basis of educational merits of the program. It is worth pointing out that close

to $9 million,in additional personnel cost was expended on the 3 on 2 program

for the past school year (1975-76), and over $10 million is projected for the

coming School year (1976-77). Since the extra costs ire not accompanied by

increases in student educational outcomes or other el'iidences of educational

merit, the inescapable conclusion is that the 3 on 2 Program represents a long-

term investment of fiscal and human resources without visible promise of payoff.

Classroom Descriptions

During the Spring data gathering site visit, members of Nath teams visited

schools in all of the state's school districts. Observations were carried out

in 25 classrooms, both 3 on 2 and self-contained; and ptincipals, teachers,'

parents, and students were interviewed. As a consequence of this experience,

the Adversary Team carried out more controlled observations in the Fall. The

teaM drew a random sample of schools, and randomly selected 3 on 2 clgssrooms

(grades two and three) and self-contained third grade classrooms to observe.

Dr. Michael Patton, a consultant on Open Education who was secured to assist

in this aspect of the evaluation, visited 14 classroomS; and members of the

team collectivelY.y*ted 29 additional,classrooms--21 3 on 2 and eight self-

contained. A wide range of individualized teaching was observed in both forms

of classroom organization. ,In tme.school,,for example, three self-contained

thifd grade teachers were teaming to teach specialized subjects in keeping with

the special expertise of each teacher. In two other self-contained classrooms,

individualization exceeded that of any of the 3 on 2 classrooms observed.
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Concludiftg Oservatiqns

the evaluation teams were charged to evaluate the effectiveness of 3 on 2.

As the evaluation was being carried out, many questions were raised about the

Political and economic considerations of expanding, retaining at the current

level, reducing the scope, or terminating the program. These questions are

interesting to the teams and are of enormous importance to the educational

pblicy and decision-makeri in the state. However, these matters go beyond the

charge of the evaluation team, which was obligated to study the program thor-

oughly and carefully, and to "tell it like it is." The Adversary Teani has

carried out its charge faithfully. The weaknesses have been identified

and reported; and all are supported by the daea.

The team concludes that the 3 on 2 classroom organizational structure has

failed to provide educational outcomes beyond timose of self-contained classrooms,

that there are serious imperfections in its conceptualization, design.and opera-

tions, and that, indeed, it is not a program but a structure, a classroom con-

figuration. The team has found little to recopmend it for the future.

at)
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2.

3.

-FOOTNOTES

3 on 2 Evalyatign R4p9rt 1915-771.101
and RecOramendatiOnS,_ Portland, URI Mort
taborator)!, January 1977.

3 on tEviluition Report 1976-77k y9l4
land, DR: ilortilwest hgional tducational

j TeimUnterpreIatiOnl
hwest Regional Educational

Technical Regga. Port-
Laboratory, January 1977.

,DAa which were gathered eluded test informatiOn (cognitive and
iffettive) from students; te frail Classroom observatiO0Winftenie
tion gathered hy interviews with officials of tho executlVt*id:
legislative branches of Statelovernment, Board:of Idutstion*Mbits,
Department of Education (ME) leaders, teachers, .paronta, principals,
district school ladders, students.and other interesteCCitizenti and
questionnaire data collected froM elementary teacherS,'Ofintipals,
and arandom sample of pare s. In additioni.numeroUt documents
desCriptive of 3 on 2 obi1ves were reviewed; a cost study and
teadler-abientee studi were done; and sik open hearings were held
to which alt interested citizens were invited.

4. Socio-economic status of the students, measures of their ability, and
enrollment in classrooms using Hawaii-English Program (HEP) materials,
are independent variables in this evaluation study. Other controls
were exercised through randomization.. HEP.was not an independent
variable for sixth grade testing, but was controlled through random-
ization.

Norm referenced test used in third grade sample was the Comprehensive
Tests of Basic Skills (CT8S), Level 1, Form S. The Stanford Achieve-
ment Test (SAT), Intermediate Level II, Form A. was used for sixth
grade testing'(as part of the statewide testing program). The
criterion referenced tests were two forms of the Instructional f4
Objectives Exchange (I0X) tests which included objectives in Reading ,

Vocabu1y, Reading Com reh n ion, Sets and Numhers, and Mathematical
perat on§ andIPropert1es. The affectfve test administered at the

third grade and sTxth grade levels was the Student Attitude Inventory,
a compilation of several attitude scales published by IOX. As a
covariate, aptitude scores from the Coloured Progressive Matrices
developed by J. C. Raven were used.

6. 3 on 2_L2ncl-Ranqe Program Improvement Plans, 1974-1977. Hawaii Depart-

ment of EducatTon, Tuly 1974.

7. The 3 on 2 Program. Hawaii Department of Education, July 25, 1968.
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